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Click HERE to watch Parent-A-Child's Video of
the Month

Click HERE for more details!

          Click the links below to register

1/19       - Creating Normalcy Through Prudent Parenting

1/19       - What We Need to Know about Human Trafficking in Tennessee

1/26       - Foundations of TBRI - Connecting

2/2         - Caring for the Child with Special Needs

2/4         - Trauma Informed Parenting Strategies (T.I.P.S.)

2/7         - Foundations of TBRI - Empowering

2/7         - Celebrating African American History Month

2/9         - Celebrating African American History Month

2/13       - Your Money Your Goals

2/16       - CANS

2/16       - Creating Normalcy Through Prudent Parenting

2/21       - Be the One

2/23       - Foundations of TNRI - Correcting

2/23       - Intro to Understanding & Addressing Challenging Behaviors

2/27       - Understanding & Responding to Developmental Trauma (Birth-4)

2/27       - Loving and Letting Go

3/2         - Building Strong Brains

3/6         - Cultural Awareness

3/14       - 8 Strategies that Help Challenging Behaviors

Click HERE for more details!

Why We Do It

the DCS Training

Team!

Shianne Newell

Office of Training and

Professional Development

- Foster Parent Trainer

~

I became a trainer because I
wanted to be in a position where
I could mentor and educate
parents on what it looks like to
parent a child from the child
welfare system. 

I want to teach foster parents
because there is so much
information that many parents
do not know about, and in this
role I prepare parents to be in a
better position to where they
feel confident about caring for a
child from the child welfare
system.

Working amongst individuals
who continually
motivate and inspire make all
the difference. I make a positive
impact with my work by
knowing that we are helping to
prepare parents to provide
loving and stable environments
for our children in care.
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Training Calendar
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Birth Children Resources

Unsung Hero of the Month
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